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1 Introduction 

The Clearswift SECURE Email Gateway supports a number of modes of operation to 
facilitate SMTP messages being delivered over the Internet in an encrypted format, 
which can be decrypted at the Gateway or at the desktop of the recipient. 

The Email Gateway offers encryption based on: 

• Mail Policy Routes – Who the message is going to

• Content Rules – The detection of certain content being present in the
message (e.g. confidential material, a particular file type, etc.)

Encrypting messages also provides authentication (proof of who you are) of who 
sent the message and also non-repudiation (proof that what you said in the 
message is what you wrote) because encrypted messages can’t be modified in 
transit. 
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2 Encryption Options 
 
The email itself can be encrypted using the following methods: 
 

• Password encryption 

• PGP 

• S/MIME 
 

 
 
The supported modes of operation are: 
 

• Gateway to Gateway  
o S/MIME, PGP 

• Gateway to Recipient  
o S/MIME, PGP, Password Protected 

• Sender to Recipient 
o S/MIME, PGP 
o With content checking (assuming the appropriate key is available to 

decrypt the message) 
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The following examples demonstrate how encryption can be used:  
 

• Outbound Email 
o User sends plain text message, Gateway encrypts message with 

user/company key or password mechanism 
o User sends encrypted message, Gateway decrypts, checks content and 

delivers encrypted original 
o User sends encrypted message, Gateway decrypts, checks content and 

delivers re-encrypted message 
o User sends encrypted message, Gateway delivers original message 
o User sends signed message, Gateway delivers original message 
o User sends plain message, Gateway delivers signed message 

• Inbound Email 
o Receives signed message, verifies and delivers original 
o Receives signed message, verifies, strips the signature and delivers 

modified version 
o Receives encrypted message, delivers original 
o Receives encrypted message, decrypts and delivers original 
o Receives encrypted message, decrypts and delivers decrypted version 
o Receives encrypted message, decrypts and delivers re-encrypted version 
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3 Basics of Encryption 
 
Encryption and digital signing rely on the principles of asymmetric cryptography 
better known as public key cryptography which relies on pairs of keys known as 
public and private keys. 
 

3.1 Public Key 
 
The public key of a person is used to encrypt email destined for that person. It is 
also used to verify the authenticity of any message that has been signed by the 
public key's owner. 
 
As is suggested by the name, the public key can be widely distributed safely with 
no fear of loss of data or somebody forging the owner's identity. 
 

3.2 Private Key 
 

The private key of a person is used to decrypt email that has been sent to that 

person. It can also be used to digitally sign a message so that a recipient can prove 

that the message has not been tampered with by the time they receive it. 

 

It is very important that the private key is protected and not widely distributed if 

at all. Any person that has access to the private key will be able to decrypt email 

destined for the key's owner and digitally impersonate them by signing messages 

and other types of data. For this reason, private keys are normally password 

protected so that even if you have access to the key, you also need to know the 

password in order to use it. 
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4 Encryption Components 
 
In order to provide you with flexibility in the way you manage your encryption 
policy, the configuration options have been split across four distinct management 
areas: 
 

• Certificate/key storage 

• Decryption policy 

• Encryption policy 

• Encryption/decryption defaults 
 

4.1 Certificate/Key Storage 
 
The Email Gateway contains a certificate/key store that allows you to upload 
S/MIME and PGP keys to the Gateway so that they can be used to decrypt and/or 
encrypt email passing through the Gateway. 
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The certificate store is split into three separate sections based on the use of the 
certificates/keys. 
 

• Certificate Authorities 
This store contains the Certificate Authorities used for TLS and the 
Certificate Authorities used to verify the other certificates/keys that will be 
used to encrypt/decrypt and sign email messages. The certificates 
contained in this part of the store are never used to encrypt or decrypt 
email messages. 

 

• Corporate Certificate/Keys 
You should upload certificates/keys that belong to your organization into 
this section of the store. These keys will be used to decrypt and sign email 
messages on behalf of people within your organization. 
This part of the store will contain a large number of private keys because of 
the nature of the operations performed using them. 

 

• Partner Certificate/Keys 
The partner section of the store contains the public keys of people and 
organizations you do business with. These keys are used to encrypt email 
being sent to those people and verify the digital signatures of email being 
received from those people. 
This part of the store will contain a large number of public keys. 

 

4.2 Decryption Policy 
 
By default the Email Gateway will not decrypt messages or validate their digital 
signatures unless these features have been enabled on a Mail Policy Route. This 
enables you to control which routes you wish to decrypt and content inspect 
encrypted email on. 
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4.3 Encryption Policy 
 
Whether the Email Gateway encrypts messages is a facet of the delivery disposal 
action for each processed message. Once it has been decided that a message 
should be encrypted, the Gateway will use the Mail Encryption Endpoints to decide 
how this encryption is performed. 
 

 
 
The Mail Encryption Endpoints define: 
 

• Who you may be encrypting messages to: 
o An email address 
o An email domain 
o Address list(s) 

• What method of encryption you will be using:  
o S/MIME 
o PGP 
o Password 

• How the encryption will be configured 
o If this particular encryption policy is for S/MIME or PGP, then the 

endpoint will be defined with the correct certificate for that 
endpoint. 

o If this endpoint will be communicated with via the Password scheme, 
then these parameters are related to the password and its strength. 

 

4.4 Encryption/Decryption Defaults 
 
You can use the Encryption/Decryption Defaults page to configure the default 
settings for encryption and decryption. 
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From this page, you can edit the default settings for: 
 

• Password Encryption 

• PGP  

• S/MIME  

• Decryption Summary  

• Encryption/Decryption Logging  

• Original Encrypted Messages  
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5 Implementing Encryption 
 

Implementing encryption on the Clearswift SECURE Email Gateway can be split into 

a number of stages: 

 

• Use the Encryption settings in the System Center to: 
o Configure the Encryption/Decryption Defaults. 
o Create new Certificates or load existing Certificates into the 

Certificate Store. 
o Configure Mail Encryption Endpoints. 

• Use the Mail Policy Route settings in the Policy Center to: 
o Enable encryption/decryption on a Mail Policy Route by applying the 

Mail Encryption Endpoints defined above. 

• Use the Policy Rule settings in the Policy Center to: 
o Configure policy based encryption. 

 

5.1 Configuring the Encryption/Decryption Defaults 
 

To configure the Encryption/Decryption Defaults: 

 

1. From the System Center Home page, click Encryption.  
2. Click Encryption/Decryption Defaults. 
3. On the Encryption/Decryption Defaults page you can configure the 

following: 

• Password Encryption 

• PGP 

• S/MIME 

• Decryption Summary 

• Encryption/Decryption Logging 

• Original Encrypted Messages 
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5.1.1 Password Encryption 

 

 
 

In the Password Encryption area of the Encryption/Decryption Defaults page you 

can specify whether: 

 

• The password will be automatically generated or a specific phrase.  

• The subject line will be protected or not be protected.  

• Automatically generated passwords will be logged or not be logged. 
 

5.1.2 PGP 

 

 
 

In the PGP area of the Encryption/Decryption Defaults page you can specify 

whether: 

•  

• The messages will use the MIME format or inline format of PGP.  

• PGP attachments will use the pgp, gpg or asc extension. 
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5.1.3 S/MIME 
 

 
 

In the S/MIME area of the Encryption/Decryption Defaults page you can specify 

whether the messages will be signed using the detached format or opaque format. 

 

• Detached format 
S/MIME signatures are usually detached signatures where the signature 

information is separate from the text being signed. The MIME type for this is 

multipart/signed with the second part having a MIME subtype of 

application/(x-)pkcs7-signature.  

However, it is possible for mailing list software to change the textual part 

and invalidate the signature. 

• Opaque format 
The secured content in S/MIME messages is actually made up of 

Multipurpose Internet Mail Extension (MIME) body parts. A plain text 

message can, therefore, contain an attached signature. This is called a 

clear-signed message because the message can be read without verifying 

the signature.  

An opaque-signed message contains the message and signature combined in 

a single part that cannot be read except by verifying the signature.  
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5.1.4 Decryption Summary 

 

 
 

In the Decryption Summary area of the Encryption/Decryption Defaults page you 

can specify: 

 

• The language of the decryption summary: 
o English 
o German 
o French 
o Polish 
o Japanese 

• Whether to optimize the decryption summary for non-css mail clients and 
Lotus Notes. 

 

5.1.5 Encryption/Decryption Logging 

 

 
 

In the Encryption/Decryption Logging area of the Encryption/Decryption Defaults 

page you can specify: 

 

• The log level to be used when encrypting and decrypting messages: 
o Disabled 
o Summary 
o Detailed 
o Debug 
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5.1.6 Original Encrypted Messages 
 

 

 

In the Original Encrypted Messages area of the Encryption/Decryption Defaults 

page you can specify whether the Gateway acts transparently by content 

inspecting a digitally signed or encrypted message and then delivering the original 

message. 

 

If a message meets the following criteria and the When applying encryption 

endpoints prefer the original encrypted message to re-encryption checkbox is 

selected, the original unmodified encrypted message will be delivered, rather than 

apply the Encryption Endpoint: 

 

• It was decrypted by the Gateway.  

• A delivery disposal action for the message specifies that the message should 
be encrypted.  

• The message has not been modified by policy (e.g. the addition of a 
disclaimer). 
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5.2 Managing Certificates 
 
The Email Gateway contains a certificate/key store that allows you to upload 
S/MIME and PGP keys to the Gateway so that they can be used to decrypt and/or 
encrypt email passing through the Gateway. 
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5.2.1 Required Certificates 
 

To use S/MIME or PGP, you must have the correct certificates in the appropriate 

Certificate Store of the encrypting or decrypting Gateway. You can import existing 

certificates into the Gateway, or create new certificates using the key generation 

functionality.  

 

The Gateway mode, Encrypting or Decrypting, is dependent on the direction of the 

email. For example, with an inbound message, the Gateway will be in Decrypting 

mode and needs a Private Key to decrypt the message. 

 

5.2.1.1 Encryption 
 

Use the following guidelines for encryption: 

 

• S/MIME 
o Encrypting Gateway - Public Key of the Recipient must be in the 

Partners Certificate Store. 
o Decrypting Gateway - Private Key of the Recipient must be in the 

Corporate Certificate Store (Configured as a Default Decryption Key) 
o Any message can be decrypted by the Default Decryption key. 

• PGP 
o Encrypting Gateway - Public Key of the Recipient must be in the 

Partners Certificate Store. 
o Decrypting Gateway - Private Key of the Recipient must be in the 

Corporate Certificate Store. 
o The Default Decryption Key is not used by PGP. 

 

5.2.1.2 Signing 

 

Use the following guidelines for signing: 

 

• S/MIME 
o Sender End - Sign with the Private Key of the sender.  
o Recipient End - Sender CA Certificate (Public Key version) or a self-

signed CA. 

• PGP 
o Sender End - Private Key of the Sender must be in the Corporate 

Certificate Store. 
o Recipient End - Public Key of the Sender must be in the Partners 

Certificate Store. 
 

Please note that you cannot encrypt with S/MIME and sign with PGP, or vice versa. 
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5.2.2 Managing the Partners Certificate Store 
 

To view the certificates currently stored in the Partners Certificate Store: 

 

1. From the System Center page, click Encryption. The Encryption page 
appears.  

2. Click Certificate Store to display the Certificate Store page.  
3. Click the Partners tab. The issuer of each stored certificate is listed in the 

information pane in its Distinguished Name (DN) format.  
4. Select a certificate from the list and click View to display the Certificate 

Details.  
 

To import a certificate to the Certificate Store: 
 

1. Obtain the certificate and place it on a file system that you can access from 
the Clearswift SECURE Email Gateway web interface.  

2. From the System Center page, click Encryption. The Encryption page 
appears.  

3. Click Certificate Store to display the Certificate Store page.  
4. Click the Partners tab to display the Partners Certificate Store.  
5. Click Import at the top of the list of stored certificates.  
6. In the Upload Certificate or Key dialog, click Browse and select the 

certificate .PEM file you wish to add. Enter a password, if required.  
7. Click Import.  
8. If the upload is successful, the Clearswift Gateway will display a Certificate 

Imported dialog. 
 

To export a certificate from the Certificate Store: 

 

1. From the System Center page, click Encryption. The Encryption page 
appears.  

2. Click Certificate Store to display the Certificate Store page.  
3. Click the Partners tab to display the Partners Certificate Store.  
4. Select a certificate from the list and click Export.  
5. Specify the filename and location to which the certificate should be saved 

and click Save.  

 

To copy a certificate to the Corporate Certificate Store: 

 

1. From the System Center page, click Encryption. The Encryption page 
appears.  

2. Click Certificate Store to display the Certificate Store page.  
3. Click the Partners tab.  
4. Select the certificate(s) from the list and click Copy to Corporate in the 

Task Pane. 
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5.2.3 Managing the Corporate Certificate Store 
 

To view the certificates currently stored in the Corporate Certificate Store: 

 

1. From the System Center page, click Encryption. The Encryption page 
appears.  

2. Click Certificate Store to display the Certificate Store page.  
3. Click the Corporate tab. The issuer of each stored certificate is listed in the 

information pane in its Distinguished Name (DN) format.  
4. Select a certificate from the list and click View to display the Certificate 

Details.  
 

To import a certificate to the Certificate Store: 

 

1. Obtain the certificate and place it on a file system that you can access from 
the Clearswift SECURE Email Gateway web interface.  

2. From the System Center page, click Encryption. The Encryption page 
appears.  

3. Click Certificate Store to display the Certificate Store page.  
4. Click the Corporate tab to display the Corporate Certificate Store.  
5. Click Import at the top of the list of stored certificates.  
6. In the Upload Certificate or Key dialog, click Browse and select the 

certificate .PEM file you wish to add. Enter a password, if required.  
7. Click Import.  
8. If the upload is successful, the Clearswift Gateway displays a Certificate 

Imported dialog. 

 

To export a certificate from the Certificate Store: 

 

1. From the System Center page, click Encryption. The Encryption page 
appears. 

2. Click Certificate Store to display the Certificate Store page. 
3. Click the Corporate tab to display the Corporate Certificate Store. 
4. Select a certificate from the list and click Export. 
5. Specify the filename and location to which the certificate should be saved 

and click Save. 
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To generate a new certificate: 

 

1. From the System Center page, click Encryption. The Encryption page 
appears. 

2. Click Certificate Store to display the Certificate Store page. 
3. Click the Corporate tab to display the Corporate Certificate Store. 
4. Click New at the top of the list of stored certificates. 
5. In the Generate New Certificate or Key dialog: 

• Specify the Type of Certificate, S/MIME or PGP, using the drop-down list. 

• Enter a Name for the certificate. 

• Enter an Email address for the certificate. 

• Optionally, enter the Company, Department and Location. 

• Specify the Country using the drop-down list. 

• Enter the Days Valid. 

• If an S/MIME certificate is being generated, you can select the signature 
to Sign With using the drop-down list. 

• Specify the Key Strength (1024, 2048, 3072 or 4096) using the drop-down 
list. 

• Optionally, enter a Password. 

• If an S/MIME certificate is being generated, optionally, click the 
checkbox to select the Certificate Authority, Include certificate 
revocation list or Limit to email usage. 

6. Click Generate. 
 

To copy a certificate to the Partners Certificate Store: 

 

1. From the System Center page, click Encryption. The Encryption page 
appears. 

2. Click Certificate Store to display the Certificate Store page. 
3. Click the Corporate tab. 
4. Select the certificate(s) from the list and click Copy to Partners in the Task 

Pane. 
 

5.2.3.1 Default Decryption S/MIME Keys 
 

When using S/MIME encryption, a number of default decryption keys can be 

specified. A company that has multiple domains is likely to have one default key 

per domain. In addition, a company may issue a default decryption key on a 

partner by partner basis as well. 

 

An S/MIME certificate that has a private key component can be marked as being a 

default decryption key. Only certificates in the Corporate store can be marked as 

default decryption certificates. 
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There is no imposed limit to the number of certificate/key pairs that can be 

marked. However there will be a gradual impact on performance depending on the 

number of keys that need to be tried before a message can be decrypted. 

 

To indicate that a certificate/key pair has been marked as a default decryption 

key a mail envelope with a small padlock overlaid is displayed. If the key pair has 

been marked, the icon will be in colour and will have a tool tip, otherwise it will 

be greyed out. If the certificate dialog is opened for the key pair, the default 

decryption state is noted towards the bottom of the dialog. 

 
To specify the Corporate Key that, by default, should be used to attempt to 

decrypt an S/MIME message: 

 

1. From the System Center page, click Encryption. The Encryption page 
appears. 

2. Click Certificate Store to display the Certificate Store page and click the 
Corporate tab. 

3. Select the S/MIME Certificate to be used and click Use as default 
decryption key in the task pane.  
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5.2.4 Managing the Certificate Authorities Certificate Store 
 

To view the certificates currently stored: 

 

1. From the System Center page, click Encryption. The Encryption page 
appears.  

2. Click Certificate Store to display the Certificate Store page. The issuer of 
each stored certificate is listed in the information pane in its Distinguished 
Name (DN) format.  

3. To view the key algorithm and the dates for which any certificate is valid, 
select that certificate from the list.  

 

To import a certificate to the Certificate Store: 

 

1. Obtain the CA signing certificate from the owner of the TLS client system 
and place it on a file system that you can access from the Clearswift 
Gateway web interface.  

2. From the System Center page, click Encryption. The Encryption page 
appears.  

3. Click Certificate Store to display the Certificate Store page.  
4. Click the Certificate Authorities tab to display the Certificate Authorities 

Store.  
5. Click Import at the top of the list of stored certificates.  
6. In the Upload Certificate or Key dialog, click Browse and select the 

certificate .PEM file you wish to add. Enter a password, if required.  
7. Click Import.  
8. If the upload is successful, Clearswift Gateway displays a Certificate 

Imported dialog. 
 

To export a certificate from the Certificate Store: 

 

1. From the System Center page, click Encryption. The Encryption page 
appears.  

2. Click Certificate Store to display the Certificate Store page.  
3. Click the Certificate Authorities tab to display the Certificate Authorities 

Store.  
4. Select a certificate from the list and click Export.  
5. Specify the filename and location to which the certificate should be saved 

and click Save. 
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5.3 Configuring Encryption Endpoints 
 

A Mail Encryption Endpoint defines a profile of encryption settings for the 

Clearswift SECURE Email Gateway to use when establishing an encrypted 

conversation.  

 

 
 

The Mail Encryption Endpoint specifies: 

 

• The Email address, Domain or Address List(s) with which these settings are 
to be used.  

• Whether encryption is required and, if so, what level of encryption to 
enforce.  

 

5.3.1 Defining a Mail Encryption Endpoint 
 

To define a Mail Encryption Endpoint: 

 

1. From the System Center page, click Encryption. The Encryption page 
appears. 

2. Click Mail Encryption Endpoints to display the Mail Encryption Endpoints 
page. The page lists any previously defined Mail Encryption Endpoints.  

3. Click New adjacent to the Encryption Endpoints heading. The Modify Mail 
Encryption Endpoint page appears.  

4. Edit the Overview information as required:  

• Move the pointer over the Overview area and click on Click here to 
change these settings.  

• Edit the Name of the Mail Encryption Endpoint, to provide a meaningful 
name.  

• Enter any Notes you want to add to describe the Mail Encryption 
Endpoint.  

• Click Save.  
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5. Edit the For mail sent to the information to define who the endpoint is 
associated with:  

• Move the pointer over the For mail sent to the area and click on Click 
here to change these settings.  

• Select from: 

• Email address 

• The Email address can be a maximum of 160 characters. 

• Domain 
The Domain must not exceed 160 characters and be a fully 
qualified domain name. 

• Address List(s) 
Select the Address List(s) from the displayed list.  

• Click Save.  
6. Edit the Messages will be encrypted information to define the encryption 

details:  

• Move the pointer over the Messages will be encrypted area and click on 
Click here to change these settings.  

• Click the checkbox to encrypt the messages and use the drop-down list 
to select one of the following options:  

• Encrypt body and attachments 

• Encrypt attachments 

• Use the drop-down list to select the encryption method: 

• Password 

• PGP certificate 

• S/MIME certificate 

• If the selected certificate is signed, you can click the checkbox to Sign 
the messages using and specify the signature using the drop-down list.  

• Click Save.  
7. Depending on the Encryption method selected above, the Password Options, 

PGP Options or S/MIME Options panel will be displayed:  

• The Password Options allow you to specify whether:  

• The password will be automatically generated or a specific 
phrase.  

• The subject line will be protected or not be protected.  

• Automatically generated passwords will be logged or not be 
logged. 

• The PGP Options allow you to specify whether: 

• The messages will use the MIME format or inline format of PGP.  

• PGP attachments will use the pgp, gpg or asc extension. 

• The S/MIME Options allow you to specify whether the messages will be 
signed using the:  

a. Detached format 
b. Opaque format 

 

5.4 Mail Policy Route Settings 
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Once you have all of the components in place, you can configure your 

encryption/decryption policy on a Mail Policy Route. 

 

To do this: 

 

1. Click on the Policy tab. 
2. Click on Mail Policy Routes. 
3. Create a new Policy Route or modify an existing Policy Route. 
4. Use the For Mail Sent area to specify a mail route between the For and To 

Address Lists. 
5. In the Do NOT Decrypt or Apply Encryption Endpoints area click on Click 

here to change these settings. 
6. Select the checkbox to Decrypt and apply content rules to PGP and S/MIME 

messages. 
7. You can select to include with the message a description of the decryption 

and/or signature verification, if required. 
8. Select the By default apply encryption endpoint delivery policy checkbox.  
9. Click on Save. 
 

 
 

10. Add the appropriate Content Rules. 
11. Note that you need to add a Content Rule to define the actions if encryption 

or decryption fails. 
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5.5 Policy Based Encryption 
 

You can also configure the Clearswift SECURE Email Gateway to apply encryption 

based upon your message policy. For example, you may wish to encrypt emails 

containing a specific word or phrase. 

 

 
 

To do this: 

 

1. Create a new Lexical Expression List that contains the words/phrases you 
wish to search for.  

2. Create a Content Rule that references the above Lexical Expression List and 
contains the Disposal Action Deliver the message applying encryption 
endpoint policy. 

3. Apply the new Content Rule to the appropriate Mail Policy Routes. 
 

 
 

6 Example Scenarios 
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This section contains a number of examples of how you can implement encryption 
on the Clearswift SECURE Email Gateway. 
 

• How do I send an encrypted (secure) email to a partner? 

• How do I send an encrypted (secure) email to a recipient with no PGP or 
S/MIME capability? 

• How do I decrypt and content check email from a partner? 

• How do I content check secured emails entering my organization when going 
to one of the end users? 

• How do I encrypt email and content scan the message? 

• How do I encrypt email and not content scan the message? 
 

6.1 How do I send an encrypted (secure) email to a partner? 
 

You can send an encrypted (secure) email to a partner using S/MIME, PGP or 

Password encryption. 
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To do this: 

 

1. If appropriate, use the System Center, Encryption, Certificate Store page to 
ensure that at least one valid PGP or S/MIME certificate is loaded into the 
store. 

2. Use the Mail Encryption Endpoints page to configure the settings for the 
partner.  

a. Add the email address of the partner to the For mail sent to the 
area.  

b. In the Messages will be encrypted area:  
i. Specify whether to encrypt body and attachments or encrypt 

attachments.  
ii. Specify whether to use a password, PGP certificate or S/MIME 

certificate using the drop-down list.  
iii. You can also choose to sign a message by clicking the Sign the 

messages using checkbox and selecting a certificate from the 
drop-down list.  

3. Use the Mail Policy Route settings in the Policy Center to enable 
encryption/decryption on a route by applying the Encryption Endpoint 
defined above. 

a. Create a new Policy Route or modify an existing Policy Route.  
b. Specify the Default Delivery Action of the Route to use Encryption 

Endpoints.  
c. Specify the Default Decryption Action of the Route to decrypt and 

apply content rules to PGP and S/MIME messages.  
d. Then add a Content Rule to define the actions if Encryption or 

Decryption fails. 
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6.2 How do I send an encrypted (secure) email to a recipient with 
no PGP or S/MIME capability? 

 

You can send an encrypted (secure) email to a partner with no PGP or S/MIME 

capability. 

 

 
 

1. Use the Mail Encryption Endpoints page to configure the settings for the 
partner. 

a. Add the email address of the partner to the For mail sent to the 
area. 

b. In the Messages will be encrypted area: 
i. Specify whether to encrypt body and attachments or encrypt 

attachments. 
ii. Select password from the drop-down list. 

2. Use the Mail Policy Route settings in the Policy Center to enable 
encryption/decryption on a route by applying the Encryption Endpoint 
defined above. 

a. Create a new Policy Route or modify an existing Policy Route. 
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b. Specify the Default Delivery Action of the Route to use Encryption 
Endpoints. 

c. Then add a Content Rule to define the actions if Encryption or 
Decryption fails. 

 

6.3 How do I decrypt and content check email from a partner? 
 

You can decrypt and content check email from a partner that has been encrypted 

using S/MIME or PGP. 

 

 
 

To do this: 

 

1. Use the System Center, Encryption, Certificate Store page to ensure that at 
least one valid PGP or S/MIME certificate is loaded into the store. 
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2. Use the Mail Encryption Endpoints page to configure the settings for your 
organization.  

a. Add the email address of your organization to the For mail sent to 
the area.  

b. In the Messages will be encrypted area:  
i. Specify whether to encrypt body and attachments or encrypt 

attachments.  
ii. Specify whether to use a PGP certificate or S/MIME certificate 

using the drop-down list.  
iii. You can also choose to sign a message by clicking the Sign the 

messages using checkbox and selecting a certificate from the 
drop-down list.  

3. Use the Mail Policy Route settings in the Policy Center to enable 
encryption/decryption on a route by applying the Encryption Endpoint 
defined above. 

a. Create a new Policy Route or modify an existing Policy Route 
between the partner and your organization.  

b. Specify the Default Delivery Action of the Route to use Encryption 
Endpoints.  

c. Specify the Default Decryption Action of the Route to decrypt and 
apply content rules to PGP and S/MIME messages.  

d. Then add a Content Rule to define the actions if Encryption or 
Decryption fails. 
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6.4 How do I content check secured emails entering my 
organization when going to one of the end users? 

 

You can content check secured emails entering your organization when going to 

one of the end users. 

 

 
 

To do this: 

 

1. Use the System Center, Encryption, Certificate Store page to ensure that at 
least one valid PGP or S/MIME certificate is loaded into the store.  

2. Use the Mail Encryption Endpoints page to configure the settings for the end 
user.  

a. Add the email address of the end user to the For mail sent to the 
area.  

b. In the Messages will be encrypted area:  
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i. Specify whether to encrypt body and attachments or encrypt 
attachments.  

ii. Specify whether to use a PGP certificate or S/MIME certificate 
using the drop-down list.  

iii. You can also choose to sign a message by clicking the Sign the 
messages using checkbox and selecting a certificate from the 
drop-down list.  

3. Use the Mail Policy Route settings in the Policy Center to enable 
encryption/decryption on a route by applying the Encryption Endpoint 
defined above. 

a. Create a new Policy Route or modify an existing Policy Route 
between the external address and the end user.  

b. Specify the Default Delivery Action of the Route to use Encryption 
Endpoints.  

c. Specify the Default Decryption Action of the Route to decrypt and 
apply content rules to PGP and S/MIME messages.  

d. Then add a Content Rule to define the actions if Encryption or 
Decryption fails. 
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6.5 How do I encrypt email and content scan the message? 
 

You can encrypt email at the desktop and content scan the message at the 

Gateway. 

 

Content scanning is always available if the Clearswift Gateway, alone, does the 

encryption/decryption. If encryption/decryption is required at the 

desktop/endpoint, then the appropriate private key(s) need to be installed in the 

Certificate Store first. 

 

To do this: 

 

1. If appropriate, use the System Center, Encryption, Certificate Store page to 
ensure that at least one valid PGP or S/MIME certificate is loaded into the 
store.  

a. To decrypt messages sent to an internal user you must have their 
Private Key in the Certificate Store. 

2. Use the Mail Encryption Endpoints page to configure the settings for the 
recipient.  

a. Add the email address of the recipient to the For mail sent to the 
area.  

b. In the Messages will be encrypted area:  
i. Specify whether to encrypt body and attachments or encrypt 

attachments.  
ii. Specify whether to use a password, PGP certificate or S/MIME 

certificate using the drop-down list.  
iii. You can also choose to sign a message by clicking the Sign the 

messages using checkbox and selecting a certificate from the 
drop-down list.  

3. Use the Mail Policy Route settings in the Policy Center to enable 
encryption/decryption on a route by applying the Encryption Endpoint 
defined above. 

a. Create a new Policy Route or modify an existing Policy Route.  
b. Specify the Default Delivery Action of the Route to use Encryption 

Endpoints.  
c. Specify the Default Decryption Action of the Route to decrypt and 

apply content rules to PGP and S/MIME messages.  
d. Then add a Content Rule to define the actions if Encryption or 

Decryption fails. 
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6.6 How do I encrypt email and not content scan the message? 
 

You can choose to encrypt email and not content scan the message. 

 

 
 

1. If appropriate, use the System Center, Encryption, Certificate Store page to 
ensure that at least one valid PGP or S/MIME certificate is loaded into the 
store.  

2. Use the Mail Encryption Endpoints page to configure the settings for the 
recipient.  

a. Add the email address of the recipient to the For mail sent to the 
area.  

b. In the Messages will be encrypted area:  
i. Specify whether to encrypt body and attachments or encrypt 

attachments.  
ii. Specify whether to use a password, PGP certificate or S/MIME 

certificate using the drop-down list.  
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iii. You can also choose to sign a message by clicking the Sign the 
messages using checkbox and selecting a certificate from the 
drop-down list.  

3. Use the Mail Policy Route settings in the Policy Center to enable 
encryption/decryption on a route by applying the Encryption Endpoint 
defined above. 

a. Create a new Policy Route or modify an existing Policy Route.  
b. Specify the Default Delivery Action of the Route to use Encryption 

Endpoints.  
c. Then add a Content Rule to define the actions if Encryption or 

Decryption fails. 
 

 




